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Models are essential – but watch out
for their weaknesses

“All models are wrong”

“Some models are useful”

“Many models are dangerous”
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Some key uses of models

q Allow predictions (most difficult and problematic)
q Improve understanding – especially of complex systems
— Lags, feedbacks, thresholds….
— Correlations are not enough in many cases
— Can provide a key insight by simplifying
— Example: Schelling segregation model

q Allow virtual experiments, facilitate negotiations
— What would happen if we…?
— Example: Sterman et al. climate models

q Make assumptions explicit – and open to debate
— Example: Bunn model of nuclear terrorism risk
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Adaptive agents: Schelling’s 
segregation model
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Source: Rauch, “Seeing Around Corners,”
The Atlantic, April 2002

q Each agent prefers having at least two of its nearest 
neighbors be similar – moves if this is not the case

q Leads to almost total segregation
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Some key dangers of models

q Results that do not reflect reality can lead to terrible policy 
choices
— Adopting policies that work in the model but are ineffective (or 

counterproductive) in real life
— Rejecting policies that fail in the model but would have worked in 

real life
— Exaggerating some dangers, dismissing others
— Missing the questions the model doesn’t ask

q “Model adequacy bias” or “Theory-induced blindness”
— Once we have a model, we tend to think it reflects reality – give 

the results more credence than the models often deserve
— We tend to ignore factors, influences, that aren’t in the model
— Models reflect the biases, interests of those who make them
— Our theories and models shape our understanding of the world –

for good and for ill (Example: rational-actor theories in economics)
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Common model weaknesses
q Unjustified assumptions

q Unjustified extrapolations from limited data

q Omission of major variables or system interactions

q Inclusion of structures/interactions that differ substantially 
from the system being modeled

q Inadequate representation and acknowledgment of 
uncertainty 

Can you think of models in your experience that had one or 
more of these problems?

How does the way models are built and used reflect the 
underlying societal structures of power?  Who has voice?  
Who gets to determine what kinds of questions are asked?
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Example: price of a non-renewable 
mined resource – traditional model
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Source: env-econ.net
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Real-world prices of mined resources
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Source: Eric Schneider
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Policy problems as complex systems
q Complex systems
— Many parts

— Interactions which are not fully understood

— Emergent properties – different from the sum of the parts

q Some key properties relevant for policy:
— Stocks and flows

— Feedbacks: positive (decreases stability), negative (increases 
stability)

— Thresholds

— Tight coupling vs. loose coupling

q Some types of system analysis often used for policy
— Networks

— Adaptive agents
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Complex, intersecting, technical, 
ecological, economic, political systems

Sources: BP, National Geographic, Christian Science 
Monitor
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! e rich habitats of the Gulf of Mexico help make it one of the most ecologically 
and economically productive bodies of water in the world. Its environments 
range from sandy, ever shi" ing barrier islands to muddy, tide-washed marshes, 
from frigid dark zones miles deep to immense islands of # oating seaweed. Even 
before the Deepwater Horizon rig explosion on April 20, 2010, which spewed 
millions of barrels of oil into the water, the Gulf was battling serious problems, 
including over$ shing, extensive wetlands loss, and a huge oxygen-starved “dead 
zone” at the mouth of the Mississippi River. ! e oil spill is a% ecting every
habitat, testing the Gulf ’s resilience.

MARINE ECOSYSTEMS
Between its light-fl ooded surface and dark, barely explored depths, the 
Gulf’s water world hosts an intricate web of life, from plankton to whales. 
Many inhabitants move between levels to feed. Others live on organic debris 
falling from above. Creatures composed mostly of water haunt the deep 
under crushing pressure, the darkness lit by bioluminescent hunters.

The meeting of land and sea along more than 16,000 miles of coastline from 
Texas to Florida creates a wealth of ecosystems, from mangrove forests to 
coral reefs. The dynamic mixing of salt water and fresh water and the daily 
infusions of sediments from rivers nourish areas that provide habitat for 
wildlife and protection from pollution and storms. 

COASTAL ECOSYSTEMS

Crude oil contains hundreds of compounds that are toxic to 
marine life. To break up oil gushing from its Macondo well, BP 
has used large amounts of chemical dispersants at the surface 
and in the depths. The environmental impact of oil combined 
with dispersants in deep water is uncertain, and scientists worry 
that damage control will further imperil the food web.

OYSTER BEDS
The Gulf’s oyster beds are among the 
most productive in the world. Oysters fi lter 
water, and the reef structure provides 
habitat for many marine species. 

COASTAL PRAIRIES
An endangered ecosystem, coastal grass-
lands in Texas and Louisiana, fringed by 
marsh, accommodate migrating waterfowl, 
shorebirds, and songbirds.

SHORELINE FORESTS
Coastal forests, including pine savannas 
and banks of live oak, form buffers between 
shoreline and inland ecosystems and offer 
vital stopovers for migrating birds.

CORAL REEF
Perhaps the most endangered marine 
ecosystem, coral reefs can house 
hundreds of fi sh species and defl ect high 
storm waves. The world’s third largest 
barrier reef lies off the Florida Keys.

SEA GRASS MEADOWS
Lush meadows fl ourish in clear, shallow 
water. Manatees and sea turtles graze the 
vegetation, and shrimps, crabs, and 
juvenile fi sh shelter amid roots. 

SARGASSUM SEAS
Hundreds of thousands of acres are 
blanketed by fl oating seaweed that 
provides nurseries for many kinds of fi sh 
and habitats for hundreds of species, 
including shrimps, crabs, and snails. 

COLD!WATER CORAL
Deep-sea coral grows slowly on reefs built 
up over thousands of years. These 
structures anchor an ecosystem with 
more than 2,000 species, including crabs, 
anemones, fi sh, sea stars, and urchins.

COLD SEEP
Mussels and tube worms subsist on methane 
and hydrogen sulfi de, chemicals seeping from 
the seafl oor. Corals and octopuses feed on 
organic matter drifting and swimming past. 
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MANGROVE roots trap sediments, 
stabilize shorelines, protect against 
erosion, and build islands.

TURTLES
The Gulf harbors one of the world’s 
greatest concentrations of turtle species. 
Five threatened or endangered sea turtle 
species lay their eggs on Gulf beaches.

FRESHWATER RIVERS
Almost 60 percent of the U.S. watershed 
drains into the Gulf. River sediments have 
built up the Mississippi Delta, the largest 
coastal wetland in the lower 48 states.

ATLANTIC BLUEFIN TUNA spawn only in 
the Gulf of Mexico and the Mediterranean 
Sea. The oil spill, coming at the spawning 
season, could wipe out a generation.

LEATHERBACK TURTLES dive 
up to 3,900 feet for jellyfi sh. 

Bioluminescence helps deepwater fi sh 
camoufl age themselves and lure prey. 
Corals glow too. Blue light, with its short 
wavelengths, travels farthest in water.

MENHADEN, a plankton eater, is sold for 
livestock feed and fi sh meal, supporting 
a huge commercial fi shery in the U.S.

Vast numbers of drifting fi sh eggs 
and larvae, food for larger creatures 
like whale sharks, are vulnerable to 
globules of oil and dispersants that 
envelop and kill microfauna.

SAND FIDDLER CRABS dig 
burrows, aerating dense marsh 
soils and encouraging the 
growth of soil-building plants in 
the intertidal zone. 

MARSH PERIWINKLES, feeding on 
grasses, regulate the growth of healthy 
marshes and serve as food for turtles, 
crabs, and birds.

MANGROVE FORESTS
Mangroves provide a vital line of defense 
against waves, wind, and erosion. Brown 
pelicans and frigatebirds are among the 
many birds that nest inside. 

SALTWATER MARSHES
Tough grasses, like cordgrass, thrive in the 
intertidal zone, with its high salinity levels. 
Marsh grasses fi lter pollutants in the water 
and trap sediment to help build up land.

BRIGHT SURFACE
Plankton drifting in the sunlit epipelagic zone create a rich soup to start 
the marine food chain. Plant plankton account for roughly half of Earth’s 
photosynthesis, generating much of the atmosphere’s oxygen. Many fi sh, 
crustaceans, and mammals, hiding in deep water by day, rise at night to feed. 

TWILIGHT ZONE
As sunlight fades, plants can’t survive, giving way in the mesopelagic zone 
to an animal realm of predators, scavengers, and fi lter feeders. Many of its 
inhabitants feed on organic matter falling from above. The huge sperm whale 
passes through this zone, descending 3,000 feet and deeper to hunt squid.

DARK AND TEEMING
In the bathypelagic zone, more than two miles deep at its outer limit, live 
animals that have adapted to extreme cold and pressure, including 20-
foot-long elbowed squid, bioluminescent fi sh, and deep-sea jellyfi sh.
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A critical element – understand the 
incentives of players in the system

q In response to a policy intervention your PAE proposes:
— What incentives will program managers have to implement it one 

way rather than another?

— What incentives will line workers have?

— What incentives will recipients or targets of the policy have?  How 
will they respond, and how will that affect the intervention’s success?

— What would you do in that position?  (Ask yourself this again and 
again as you go…)
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Some basics of typical models
of infectious disease spread

q Key concept: the “reproductive number”, R0 (or Rt over time)
— Average number of people each infected person infects

n >1 means exponential growth
n <1 means decline

— Depends on:
n How infectious the disease is, and how it’s transmitted

n How long people stay infectious, and whether they know they are 
infectious

n What fraction of people are susceptible
n How people live and behave (as affected by societal structures, 

fear, policies, other incentives)

q Was thought that at the beginning, R0 for COVID-19 was in the 
range of 2.2-2.7 in most places; later data suggests 5.7 (at least in 
Wuhan) – ferocious growth

12
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What might help reduce R0?

q Meeting fewer people (social distancing)

q Meeting outside, not inside (ventilation)

q Wearing masks, washing hands, other barriers and 
decontamination (less transmission when people do meet 
and from surface contact)

q Testing, contact tracing, isolation (keeping the infected 
away from others)

q Special measures to protect those most at risk
— The old, immuno-compromised, those with key conditions
— People who can’t social distance (homeless or poorly housed, 

retirement homes, essential workers…)

How does focusing only on the average affect our thinking?

13
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1. How valid are the key assumptions?

q Need to identify those assumptions most central to driving 
model results – then explore their basis

q How good is the evidence for those assumptions?

q Is there contrary evidence as well?  Are there other 
explanations for the evidence?

q Is the model being asked to extrapolate to cases not 
covered by the data, where there is no experience?

q For COVID-19 models:
— We still don’t fully understand what actions lead to what risk of 

infection – and what changes lead to what risk reduction
— We have quite limited data on some key factors:

n How well do what forms of social distancing work?

n How well do different types of masks work?

14
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But… some of the droplets escape

Source: japanesecreations.com
15
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2. How does the model do in representing 
the system’s past behavior?

q If the model can’t reproduce the response to past events
you should doubt whether it will do well projecting the 
response to current or future events
— Example: climate models increasingly good at reproducing past 

climate – still have trouble explaining some past large excursions

q For COVID-19 models:
— Infection behavior appears to be different in important respects 

from flu, SARS, MERS…
— Can start to try to reproduce events in pandemic so far

n But limited understanding of what was most important in 
causing rapid spread in some places and not others, rapid 
declines in some places and not others

16
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The U.S. COVID models did not
predict the fall surge

17

Source: COVID-19 Forecast Hub 
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The U.S. COVID models also did not
predict the winter decline

18

Source: COVID-19 Forecast Hub 
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A useful compilation of U.S. models…
19

https://viz.covid19forecasthub.org/

19

3. Can the modeler explain why the model 
behaves as it does? 

q … and why the real world should be the same?

q If the model leads to a surprising result, is that result likely 
to be a new insight about the real world, or an artifact of 
the model?

q For COVID-19 models:
— One influential model showed that (within the model) near-

universal mask use was highly effective – but only if introduced 
before 50 days, ineffective thereafter

— Real, or artifact?  (Important, since well beyond 50 days now…)

20
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https://viz.covid19forecasthub.org/
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4. How do the results of this model 
compare with the results of others?

q Widely varying results should cast doubt
— Example: integrated assessment models of climate

q For COVID-19 models:
— Substantially varying projections of future spread
— Increased convergence as more data becomes available, 

assumptions get more sophisticated and complex

21
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5. How well do the pieces of the model 
represent the real behavior?

q Models of complex systems typically built from many 
particular sub-units
— Example: Models of clouds, oceans, atmosphere, land, biosphere, 

ice sheets, all interacting in climate models…

q For COVID-19 models:
— Many pieces

— An important one: how well does it capture changing behavior in 
response to policy and leadership statements?

22
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Do the model pieces make sense?

Source: FiveThirtyEight.com
23
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6. Does the model include key interactions 
that occur in the real world? 

q If key feedbacks, effects are not included, the models
results are unlikely to be realistic
— Example: Many economic models of climate change don’t include 

increased low-carbon R&D when there’s a price on carbon

q For COVID-19 models:
— Do they include reduced social distancing as people get fed up, 

and get desperate for income?

— Do they include concentrations of risk where people can’t social 
distance – e.g., retirement homes, the homeless?

— Do they include spread from infected people whose tests say they 
aren’t infected?

24
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7. Does the model include interactions that 
do not seem like those in the real world? 

q Many models include interactions or effects quite different 
from those in the real world
— Example: Zebrowski model of nuclear theft risk

q For COVID-19 models:
— Unchanging behavior as risk reduces

— No variation in behavior from one person to another

25
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8. Has the model been subject to peer 
review?

q Peer review is highly imperfect – but >> better than nothing
— If complete models (and data sets) are not made available for 

external review – watch out!

— Initial reviewers often do not have time to look through papers (or 
models) in rigorous detail

— As models are used over time, including by other groups, issues tend 
to be identified

q For COVID-19 models:
— Lots of rush to get results out – for good reasons
— Peer review of some key journal articles apparently rushed – major 

controversies over some peer-reviewed results

— Some useful peer review of models now occurring
— But many unreviewed models in use

26
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9. Who says?  What are the reputation, 
likely biases, of the modelers?

q As with any other expert opinion, the source matters
— Journal or institution with strong reputation?

— Source whose reliability has been demonstrated in the past?
— Potential biases?

— Example: Industry-sponsored models to downplay pollution 
effects, cigarette effects, climate problems…

q For COVID-19 models:
— Broad range of participants in modeling, making claims

— Ranges from highly reputable to conspiracy theorists -- hard to 
separate the wheat from the chaff

27
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10. What’s the uncertainty?

q Human beings almost always underestimate uncertainty

q MANY sources of uncertainty in typical models
— Uncertainty in input parameters

— Uncertainty from model structure (MUCH bigger, and harder to 
test and evaluate)

q For COVID-19 models:
— Virtually every parameter highly uncertain

— Major additional uncertainties from simplifications in model 
structures

28
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There’s uncertainty everywhere –
even in estimating the speed of light

29

Source: M. Granger Morgan, PNAS, 2014
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Physical science models of climate can 
now answer these questions well 

q Decent answers to most of the questions

q Increasing agreement among different models

q Increasing ability to replicate past events, explain why 
the models behave as they do

q But major uncertainties remain
— How MUCH change in climate parameters from different 

greenhouse gas concentrations
— Possibilities of major “tipping points”

— Specifics of how much death, suffering, economic damage would 
occur in particular places

30
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Economic models of climate still have 
worrisome answers to these questions

q “Integrated Assessment Models”
— Estimate future economic-energy trajectories, resulting emissions, 

resulting climate change, resulting damages (economic and 
otherwise), assess benefits and costs of policy choices

— Nobel Prize for Nordhaus’ work

q Still often leave out major known factors
— E.g., more R&D on low-carbon options if carbon price goes up

q Still major disagreements between different models
— Though increased model comparison efforts

q Estimates of the “optimal” path from these models MAY 
be quite misleading

31
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Economic models often used to argue 
against rapid climate action

32

Source: W. Nordhaus, Nobel Lecture, December 2018
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A potentially useful climate model tool…

q EN-ROADS “Climate Change Solutions Simulator”
— Tool for easily exploring what happens with different levels of 

emissions reductions from different countries or regions

— Makes results easy to understand, visualize

https://www.climateinteractive.org/tools/en-roads/

33
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Use the tools – but careful, they’re sharp!

“No sensible policymaker would base the globe’s future on a 
single model, a single set of computer runs, a single viewpoint, 
or a single national, ethical, or disciplinary perspective.”

-- William Nordhaus, 2008

34
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https://www.climateinteractive.org/tools/en-roads/
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10 questions for policymakers to ask in 
considering model results

1. How valid are the key assumptions?

2. How does the model do in reproducing the system’s past 
behavior? 

3. Can the modeler explain why the model behaves as it 
does, and why the real world should do the same? 

4. How do the results of this model compare with the results 
of other more or less independent models? 

5. How well do the pieces of the model represent the real 
behavior of the real things they are modeling? 

35
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10 questions for policymakers to ask in 
considering model results (II)

6. Does the model include key interactions that the 
policymaker can guess would occur in the real world? 

7. Does the model include interactions and effects that do 
not seem to correspond to those in the real world?

8. Has the model been subject to peer review?

9. Who says?  What is the reputation, and what are the 
likely biases, of those who made and are using the 
model?

10. What’s the uncertainty?

36
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For further reading…
Afreen Siddiqi and Kaveri Iychettira, “What Policymakers Should Ask 
Modelers,” Project Syndicate, April 21, 2020, https://www.project-
syndicate.org/commentary/predictive-models-four-questions-for-
policymakers-by-afreen-siddiqi-and-kaveri-iychettira-2020-
04?barrier=accesspaylog

Matthew Bunn and Gabriel Chan, “Strengths and Weaknesses of Models in 
Public Policy – And the Particular Case of Economic Models of Climate,” 
unpublished memo, November 2010 (available on request)

C. Avery et al., “Policy Implications of Models of the Spread of Coronavirus: 
Perspectives and Opportunities for Economists,” NBER, April 2020 
https://www.nber.org/papers/w27007

Maggie Koerth, Laura Bronner, and Jasmine Mithani, “Why It’s So Freaking 
Hard to Build a Good COVID-19 Model,” FiveThirtyEight.com, March 31, 
2020, https://fivethirtyeight.com/features/why-its-so-freaking-hard-to-
make-a-good-covid-19-model/
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Backup slides if needed…
38

38

https://www.project-syndicate.org/commentary/predictive-models-four-questions-for-policymakers-by-afreen-siddiqi-and-kaveri-iychettira-2020-04?barrier=accesspaylog
https://www.nber.org/papers/w27007
https://fivethirtyeight.com/features/why-its-so-freaking-hard-to-make-a-good-covid-19-model/
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Some basics of typical models
of infectious disease spread (II)

q Population moves between categories – susceptible, exposed, 
infected, then recovered or dead

q Many assumptions in modeling this
— How many people will an “average” infected version come close to?
— How many of those become infected, on average?

39
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Some evidence that masks block 
droplets from breath and speech

Source: env-econ.net40
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Assumptions… and uncertainty

Source: FiveThirtyEight.com
41
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Example: The Kai et al. COVID-19 
masking models

q Study used 2 different 
models, adjusted to fit 
pandemic behavior  in 
several locations

q Concluded >80% mask use 
could dramatically cut 
spread of disease
— Lower levels not effective
— Not effective if started after 

50 days of pandemic

q Recommended immediate 
requirements for mask use   
– #masks4all

42

Widely reported:
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Example: The Kai et al. COVID-19 
masking models (II)

q How valid are key assumptions?
— Outcome driven crucially by assumed mask effectiveness (real 

mask use might be more or less effective)
— Worthwhile effort to test models/assumptions against data from 

pandemic so far

q Can the modelers explain surprising results?
— Ineffectiveness of lower levels of mask use easy to explain – R0

reduced, but not to <1
— 50-day figure seems clearly an artifact of model conditions

q Who says?
— Authors not epidemiologists, study not yet published in journal

q Subject to peer review?
— Not when reported – may be undergoing review now

43
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An over-simplified idea (model) of
how masks might work 

q Suppose Rt would otherwise be 
~ 2-3

q IF:
— Infected person’s mask reduces 

chance of infection at each 
contact by 50%

— Non-infected person’s mask 
reduces their chance of infection 
by 50%

— Almost everybody is wearing 
masks when in contact with others

q Then masks might reduce risk of 
infection by 75%, cut R0  to < 1

44

Source: Spencer Platt/Getty Images
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Risk management: avoiding both 
complacency and bankruptcy

Source: James Reason, Managing the Risks of Organizational Accidents (Ashgate, 1997)

q Imaginary organization starts with protection emphasis
q Complacency leads to increasing shift toward production 

emphasis until incident occurs
q Long period with no incidents can lead to catastrophe –

unless means put into place to counter complacency

45
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Tight coupling and “normal accidents”
q “Normal accidents” theory: Accidents will occur inevitably –

be “normal” – in systems that are:
— Complex (so we don’t understand all their interactions)

— Tightly coupled (so a problem in one part of the system affects other 
parts faster than controllers can respond)

— Argument: redundancy won’t solve the problem, may make it worse 
(by making systems more complex)

q Potential solutions:
— Make systems less complex, better understood

— Make coupling looser

q How much insight does this theory offer?
— Was tight coupling a key part of 2008 financial crisis, Deepwater 

Horizon spill, Fukushima…?

46
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Misunderstanding stocks and flows

Source: John Sterman, “Risk Communication on Climate: Mental Models and Mass Balance,”
Science, 24 October 2008, Vol. 322,  pp. 532-533.

47
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Feedbacks: climate
q Melting ice: reduces reflectance, increases warming (positive 

feedback)

q Clouds: more water expected to evaporate as temperature 
rises, leading to more clouds  – high-altitude clouds hold in 
more heat than they reflect (positive feedback), low-altitude 
clouds reflect more than they hold in (negative feedback)

q Melting permafrost: releases CO2 and methane from peat, 
hydrates (positive feedback)

q High-carbon ecosystem dieback: predicted die-back of 
Amazon, other rainforests, could release carbon (positive 
feedback)

q Etc….
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Climate feedbacks

Source: WaterSISWEB.org
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Non-linear behavior:
e.g., predator-prey models

Source: Scholarpedia.org50
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Sometimes the past doesn’t predict the 
future: watch out for tipping points!

Source: Millenium Ecosystems Assessment
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Sometimes the past doesn’t predict the 
future: watch out for tipping points!

Source: Millenium Ecosystems Assessment
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Policy resistance – many flavors
q “Moral Hazard” – reducing risks causes more dangerous 

behavior
— E.g., people wearing seatbelts drive faster

q Elements of some policies are self-defeating
— E.g., staff cuts to improve budget picture lead to more overtime and 

more costly production problems

q Push-back by affected actors reduces effectiveness
— E.g., industry pressure to weaken regulations or enforcement

Policymakers must seek to understand the policy system well 
enough to anticipate, plan for key elements of policy 
resistance
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Be on the alert for system effects in policy 
problems…

q Seek to understand the overall system context for each 
policy problem you’re addressing
— Especially what all participants have incentives to do

q Look out for feedbacks and policy resistance

q Look out for non-linear behavior, possible thresholds

q See if you can identify small changes to the system that 
might have high leverage (e.g., critical nodes in a network, 
or changing key incentives)

q Seek to design policies for sustainability:
— Structure incentives so that participants have interests in making the 

system keep working

— Structure processes to enable system to learn and adapt
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